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 ABSTRACT: Semi-Active resetable actuators have been shown to be effective at 

enhancing structural dynamics and mitigating damage during seismic events. The limiting 
factor in some cases however, is the maximum force produced by the actuators, with air 
as the working fluid. This paper examines the possibility and efficacy of incorporating a 
high pressure air source to the actuator to push the dynamics into the high stiffness end of 
the non-linear force-displacement response and hence increase the maximum forces 
produced. In addition, the high pressure supply extends the sculpting capability resulting 
in some potentially useful and interesting hysteretic behavior. A detailed model that 
captures all the dynamics of the actuators is developed that enables better understanding 
of the actuators dynamic behaviour. 

 
1  Introduction 
 

Resetable devices, with air as the working fluid, are emerging as useful semi-active devices for 
structural control due to their simplicity and ease of control over the hysteretic response (Chase 
et al, 2006). These devices, in experimental and analytical studies, have shown their capabilities 
at mitigating damage during seismic events in a number of structures (Mulligan et al, 2006). 
However, it would be advantageous in some structural cases to increase the maximum forces 
produced by the devices. 
 
The hysteretic response of these resetable devices is non-linear with the stiffness increasing as 
the piston approaches the maximum displacement. To achieve greater maximum forces it is 
proposed to shift the working range of the device into the higher stiffness region. This shift can 
be achieved with a high pressure air source to charge the active chamber and hence begin the 
force-displacement response at a higher stiffness.  
 
Semi-active resetable devices also offer the unique opportunity to sculpt or re-shape the 
hysteresis loop to meet design needs, as enabled by the ability to actively control the device 
valve and reset times (Mulligan et al, 2005; Rodgers et al, 2006). The addition of a high pressure 
air supply offers further opportunity to sculpt the hysteretic response. The active chamber can 
either be pre-pressurised or allowed to work from atmospheric pressure raising the possibility of 
the device having a differential response depending on the type or direction of motion. 
 
More specifically, a high pressure supply separates device input to the active chamber from the 
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venting of that chamber, although this is not required. Hence, some extra control sensing or 
action is necessary, although it is relatively minimal. More importantly, the addition of a high 
pressure air source is only enabled by the independent control of each chamber, as in this design. 
 
2  Device Dynamics 
 
Resetable devices are fundamentally hydraulic spring elements in which the un-stretched spring 
length can be reset to obtain maximum energy dissipation from the structural system (Bobrow et 
al. 2000). Energy is stored by compressing the working fluid as the piston is displaced. The 
energy is released by discharging the air to the reservoir (atmosphere), thus resetting the un-
stretched length. Devices working from atmospheric pressure have two valves that control the 
pressure in each chamber, as shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows the device working from a 
high pressure source where four valves, an inlet and an outlet for each chamber, independently 
control the pressure in the chambers. The outlet valves can discharge to either the high pressure 
fluid reservoir or vent to atmosphere. Note that venting via a compressor back to the high 
pressure source would be an added approach for minimal extra power required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of semi-active resetable actuators. a – two valve design working from atmospheric pressure,  
b – four valve design incorporating a high pressure air supply. 
 

3  Analysis Method 
 

The devices used are those detailed in Chase et al, (2006) with the addition of a valve per 
chamber connected to the high pressure air source as shown in Figure 1. The device response to 
different supply pressures and displacements is examined. The high pressure air source is 
provided via a variable pressure regulator giving smooth control over the supply pressure. The 
displacement command is varied in frequency to examine the rate response of the system in 
terms of energy release times and the effect on the hysteretic behaviour. 
 
Analysis is carried out using a real-time high-speed testing procedure where the device is in a 
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dynamic test rig. The displacement command, valve control and data collection is centered on 
the dSpace real-time control system development tool that enables rapid implementation of these 
experiments through an easily accessible Simulink block diagram framework. This system 
enables each test run to be created when required, thus alleviating the need to pre-determine 
which tests are to be run.  
 
Finally, a validated non-linear analytical model of the semi-active devices, incorporating the 
high pressure air source, was developed and verified. This model captures all the important 
dynamics of the devices including air release flow rates, time delays in sensing and actuation of 
the valves, and friction. This model allows future analytical tests to be done with higher 
confidence. In addition, the model gives a good understanding of the effect of altering the 
pressure source and the number or size of valves on the response of the device. 
 
4  Results and Discussion 
 
The addition of the high pressure air source had the desired effect of increasing the maximum 
forces produced by the device, compared to forces produced when working from atmospheric 
pressure. In general, the addition of an atmosphere of pressure to the supply, or initial pressure in 
the active chamber, more than doubles the maximum force produced by the device. Figure 2 
shows a comparison of the device under 2-4 control working from atmospheric, and an 
additional 1 and 1.5 atmospheres of pressure. The maximum force increases from approximately 
1.5kN for the atmospheric supply pressure case to 3.5kN and 5.6kN for the high pressure source 
cases respectively. 
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Figure 2. Result of high pressure air supply charging the active chamber. Increasing the initial pressure results in a 
significant increase in the maximum force produced. 

 
In addition to increasing the maximum force produced, increasing the initial pressure of the 
active chamber also results in increased energy release times. This increase is due to the time 
required for the additional mass of high pressure air to be released from the chamber. The energy 
release time is a dominating feature of the response, for even comparable low frequency input 
motions as shown in Figure 3. The descending slopes, from the maximum force to the constant 
force section, are significantly different for the 0.1Hz and 0.5Hz motion cases, indicating the 
energy release time is a significant portion of the overall cycle time. The 0.5Hz case appears to 
have a slower release as more of the cycle time is required to release all the compressed air from 
the chamber. 
 
A significant energy release time, along with the ability to control the rate, can be advantageous 
as it allows further sculpting of the hysteretic behaviour of the device. This sculpting has the 
potential to produce more optimal device responses for different applications. The energy release 
rate, and hence slope of the hysteresis plot, can be controlled by the opening size or number of 
valves operated depending on the desired air flow rate out of the device. In addition, the flow 
rate can be manipulated during each release period, an area to be examined further. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of rate dependent response, piston displacement of 10mm at 0.1 (starred) and 0.5Hz. Both 
results using the same valve control law and air supply pressure of 0.5 atmospheres. Note the difference in slope. 
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The analytical model developed captures all the dynamics to accurately predict the experimental 
results. The energy release time is incorporated by modeling the open valve as an orifice with a 
variable size. Figure 4 shows the experimental and modeled results for the 2-4 control case with 
a piston displacement of 10mm at 0.5Hz, and the air supply at 2 atmospheres. The maximum 
forces are very well predicted along with the energy release slope. In addition, valve specific 
model parameters could be easily altered to account for different valves or architectures. 
 
Finally, the high pressure air supply resulted in some interesting hysteretic responses from the 
device. Figure 5 shows some unusual hysteretic shapes along with the predicted response from 
the model enabled by this approach and design. In all cases shown, the supply pressure is 2 
atmospheres. Some of these shapes are achieved by only pre-pressurising one chamber of the 
device and letting the other work from atmosphere, while others are achieved by holding one 
chamber closed. Both of these cases make the device effectively one sided, resulting in much 
higher forces in one displacement direction than the other, thus allowing unique differential 
behaviour from the device depending on displacement type or direction. 
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Figure 4. Experimental result and model prediction to a sinusoidal piston displacement of 10mm at 0.5Hz, with a 
supply pressure of 2 atmospheres. The model accurately predicts the device response, including the energy release 
rate.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The addition of a high pressure air source is an effective way of increasing the maximum forces 
produced by semi-active devices using air as the working fluid. The device response is further 
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able to be sculpted, in comparison to the two valve design working at atmospheric pressure, with 
some potentially useful and unusual hysteretic responses achieved. The energy release rate is 
dependent on the number or size of outlet valves, and control over the air release rate contributes 
to the hysteretic sculpting ability. The analytical model developed is able to accurately predict 
the experimental results, and contributes to the understanding of the device dynamics during 
operation. In addition, this model is generic and can be used for any devices with the same basic 
components. Finally, the unique hysteretic responses allow a far wider range of potential 
applications and customisation than many currently available semi-active devices. 
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Figure 5. Experimental and model prediction results showing interesting hysteretic capabilities of the device with a 
high pressure air source. Experimental results shown solid, model results shown dashed. 
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